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Global & National News Analysis 
Joint cyber defence exercise 

 A simulation exercise being carried by US and UK to test the robustness and resilience of their systems 
in a worst case scenario, as the two countries ramp up their preparedness for cyber espionage. Though 
both the countries had been running their own task force around digital security independently, the 
new collaboration will involve sharing of the findings and conclusions. The practice will be run by 
representatives from the NSA and the FBI in the US, and MI5 and GCHQ in the UK, with a so-called 
"cyber cell".  

A step in the right direction especially after the attacks on big financial and media companies 
supposedly form different countries, a consolidated effort to safeguard the organizations and its 
citizen is required.  A similar collaborative exercise among others will help organizations prepare their 
defences. 

http://www.zdnet.com/article/gchq-nsa-cyber-war-games-will-test-bank-security/ 

http://www.slashgear.com/us-and-uk-plan-bank-hack-wargames-as-security-fears-grow-16365044/ 

Cyber Insurance enough takers  

Recent spate of breaches and consequently loss suffered by the companies running into millions of 
dollars have made the organizations take a serious note of the “cyber insurance”. Though this has few 
takers in the Indian context but organizations would need to budget this in future as the internet 
penetration in the rural and mobile adoption in the urban areas increases would increase the user 
base of their online services.  

http://thehill.com/policy/cybersecurity/229568-skyrocketing-demand-seen-for-cybersecurity-
insurance 

Google leading talks to buy Softcard 

Google plans to counter Apple Pay and re-enter mobile payment service market, estimated to cross 
$1.5 trillion in 2015.  

While this points toward the resurgence of the mobile payments market, there are concerns on how 
and where Google would use the information it gains from each transaction and combine it with 
existing information about the person.  

http://www.ft.com/intl/cms/s/0/791decce-9e92-11e4-a37e-00144feab7de.html#axzz3PLjlgMst 

HDFC Bank to launch digital wallet 

Currently, HDFC Bank accounts 40% of e-commerce transactions. The digital wallet - which can be 
accessed from a mobile app or online - will be enabled for contactless payment using Near Field 
Communication (NFC) by flashing the phone in front of readers that can accept NFC payments. 

The bank is complying with the RBI’s mandate of two factor authentication, how that is being done is 
not yet known. Bank is storing customer information including the card details with themselves. 
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ICICI Bank also plans to roll out its own wallet this year, however concerns regarding storing of 
information in the phone and how the information is stored in case it is lost/stolen remains. Customer 
education and application security assessment aspects also need to be addressed.   

http://cio.economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/enterprise-services-and-applications/hdfc-bank-
uses-e-clout-to-launch-digital-wallet/45866454 

ICICI Bank users use Twitter to transfer funds 

ICICI Bank allows its customers to transfer funds, recharge and check account balance using their 
twitter handle. Customers first have to register and then they can do financial transactions, a similar 
model using Facebook was introduce last year. Bank is using two factor authentication to verify the 
payments. The communication between the customers Twitter account and the ICICI Bank’s account 
is carried using secured channels to ensure safety and privacy. 

With all the banks rolling out their services on multiple platforms, expectations from social media 
companies has gone up in terms of security and privacy of users of these sites. Breach like iCloud hack 
will affect people personally and financially.    

http://www.firstpost.com/business/icici-bank-users-can-now-use-twitter-transfer-funds-check-
balance-2054621.html  

Transaction Security 

Recently, RBI proposed to remove two factor authentication for transactions less than INR 3000. RBI 
feels that this would help in moving towards cash less society and facilitate easier electronic 
transactions. Though in discussion phase, the banks need to ensure that they have the infrastructure 
to manage a spike in online transaction, with more emphasis on scanning the transactions for any 
abnormal behaviour.  

http://www.bankinfosecurity.in/rbi-to-ease-transaction-security-a-7748   

 
Upcoming Event 
FSISAC Workshop in Bangalore 

FSISAC is conducting a workshop on cyber security on March 18, 2015 in association with Goldman 
Sachs and facilitated by DSCI as knowledge partner. This is the first Cyber Security summit carried out 
by FSISAC  in India.  

 

Data Security Council of India (DSCI) Updates 
 

India-EU FTA negotiations  

DSCI participated in the India-EU JWG deliberations and raised the issue of market access on data flow 
from the EU to India.  EU adequacy requirements affect top line revenue, whereas instruments such 
as Model Contract are complex and inconsistently implemented. The negotiation with the EU, initiated 
in 2010, led to setting of the Expert Group by the EU to find a solution. An India specific Model 
Contract, is under development.  
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Meetings in Washington D.C. 

DSCI participated in the India-US ICT JWG  meeting in Washington D.C. and presented Indian industry 
views and developments in cyber security, cloud computing, data localization, cross border data flows 
and Internet governance. As part of the government-industry track, specifically made presentation on 
the existing PPP initiatives in cyber security in India, impact of restrictions on cross border data flows 
on Indian IT industry, data localization issues including issues related to lawful access to data in cloud 
which is one of the key drivers behind governments taking the policy direction of localization of data.  
 
On the sidelines of the JWG meeting, DSCI also met US Trade Representative office, FTC and the World 
Bank officials to discuss issues related to cross border data flows, localization of ICT  
 
infrastructure and existing enforcement mechanisms in US-EU Safe Harbor and APEC Cross Border 
Privacy Rules (CBPRs). 
 

Internet governance (IG) matters  

A paper was submitted to Deputy NSA recommending India to pitch for a multi-stakeholder model, 
actively participate in the IANA stewardship transition and ICANN accountability reform process, and 
showcase a unified stance on all Internet governance matters at all global forums backed by scientific 
studies and robust open consultation process.  

 
DSCI also participated in an industry consultation meeting organized by the Ministry of External Affairs 
on IG matters. DSCI articulated its position in line with the above. 

 

E-Commerce issues 

A meeting by DoC was convened to discuss issues related to e-commerce industry and proposal 
presented by the US, EU and Japan at the WTO. Following issues were discussed; efforts facilitating 
the growth of e-commence in India; FDI; taxation; localization of servers; access of data in cloud, cross 
border data flow and data protection. As far as these are concerned, aspect of e-commerce has policy 
implications for IT services industry which does not support data localization.  DSCI is of the view that 
efforts of some countries to inhibit flow of data in the name of public policy objectives like privacy 
should be opposed by India. Based on the request of DoC, DSCI prepared and submitted its response 
to the proposals being discussed at WTO to NASSCOM for making a joint submission. 

Parliamentary Committee on cyber pornography 

Supported DeitY by involving industry in the discussions led by Parliamentary Committee on the 
spread of cyber pornography among children. Over 15 experts from industry, civil societies and law 
enforcement participated in the discussions. The meetings were held in Hyderabad & Goa. 
 

DSCI Certified Privacy Professionals (DCPP©) registration open 

DSCI Certified Privacy Professionals (DCPP©) certification program launched was launched on 
the sidelines of Annual Information Security Summit 2014 by R. Chandrashekhar, President, 
NASSCOM. Registration is open and the candidates will be able to schedule exams starting 
February. 30 Honorary DCPP certifications was conferred by President NASSCOM to 
prominent industry leaders who have done exemplary work in the privacy domain. 

 
                To register please click here: https://www.dsci.in/certifications/dcpp 
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e-Security Index of India  

Execution of Phase II of the “e-security index project’ awarded by DeitY underway. Meetings 
with key government and industry stakeholders organized to solicit inputs. First PRSG was 
held on Feb 5 where members were apprised with the developments on the project. 

Engagement with NASSCOM-SSC 

Continued working closely with NASSCOM-SSC for developing a proposal for skill 
development in information security domain for submission to NSDC for funding. 
 

DCPLA (DSCI Certified Privacy lead Assessors) training  

18th DCPLA© Training and Certification program was held in Chennai. Total no. of 
professionals trained till now stands at 315 from over 110 organizations. 

 
Data Privacy Day  

Celebrated International ‘Data Privacy Day’ on and around January 28, 2015. DSCI chapters 
organized meetings on various topics around privacy in 7 cities, engaging over 250 
professionals. It also circulated DSCI Desktop theme, conducted online quiz and social chat. 
DSCI congratulate the winner and runner-ups of the Privacy Quiz. 

 
• Winner: Partha Chakravarty, Infosys Limited 
• 1st Runner up: Subramaniam Lakshmi Narayanan, FIS 
• 2nd Runner up: Vishrut Sharma, Accenture Services Pvt. Ltd 

 
ASEAN Conference on Cyber Security 

CEO presented his views on ‘Role of Public-Private Partnership in Cyber Security’ at the India 
- ASEAN Conference on Cyber Security Conference. He highlighted the need of stakeholder’s 
collaboration and underscored the efforts by the government in this area. 

 
On the sidelines of the ASEAN Conference a workshop was also organized on cyber security 
for 20 delegates from ASEAN countries and Indian industry leaders 

 
Senior Management Meet by PetroFed 

CEO delivered the inaugural address at ‘Senior Management Meet’ on Information Security 
organized by PetroFed. He highlighted the increasing threat landscape in Indian perspective. 
He specially highlighted DSCI efforts initiated for the energy sectors. 

 
Data Privacy talk at Indian Oil Corporation  

DSCI participated and delivered a talk on ‘Data Privacy’ specially focusing on the growing 
importance of data privacy in the Indian Context at a seminar by Indian Oil Corporation Ltd. 

 

Kolkata Cyber LAB  

MoU signed with UCO Bank, Allahabad bank, United bank to run Kolkata Cyber Lab. 
 

 

                                                                                         


